Pure-tone increment detection in harmonic and inharmonic backgrounds.
The present study investigated the effect of increasing the number and frequency range of background components upon the detection of an increment to the intensity of the center component. Previous studies [e.g., Green et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 75, 1163-1167 (1984)] have demonstrated that, for background stimuli consisting of logarithmically spaced pure-tone components, as the number of background components is increased, the threshold for detection of an increment to the center component is decreased. The present study investigated this effect using harmonically spaced, as well as logarithmically spaced, backgrounds, because many natural sounds, including voiced speech sounds, consist of harmonically spaced components. Two conditions were employed for both types of backgrounds, fixed-level and roving-level within a trial. Group results revealed a small decrease in threshold with increasing number of components only for the fixed-level, logarithmically spaced backgrounds. No decrease in threshold was observed for the other three conditions, including the roving-level, logarithmically spaced backgrounds which were the same as those used by Green et al. (1984). The present results suggest that the decrease in signal threshold with increasing number of background components exists only under limited conditions and that it is a highly individual phenomenon. The present results also suggest that the effect does not occur for harmonically spaced complexes such as most natural sounds including voiced speech.